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Software-Defined Networking (SDN) shows us a promising picture to deploy the demanding services in a fast and cost-effective
way. Till now, most SDN use cases are deployed in enterprise/campus networks and data center networks. However, when applying
SDN to the large-scale networks, such as Wide Area Network (WAN), the end-to-end delay of packet traversal is suspected to be
very large and needs to be further investigated. Moreover, stringent time constraint is the cornerstone for real-time applications in
SDN. Understanding the packet delay in SDN-based large networks is crucial for the proper design of switch architecture and the
optimization of network algorithms such as flow control algorithms. In this paper, we present a thorough systematic exploration
on the end-to-end delay in SDN which consists of multiple nodes, fully exposing the components which contribute to the long
delay. We disclose that SDN switches cannot completely avoid the generation of flow setup even in proactive mode and conduct
data mining on the probability of flow setup. We propose an analytical model for the end-to-end delay. This model takes into
account the impact of the different rule installation time consumption on different switches. Considering the delay in switches
contributes a large proportion to the entire delay, we conduct various measurements on the delay of a single switch. Results for
the delay at different flow setup rates and with different rule priority patterns are presented. Furthermore, we study the impact on
packet delay caused by ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) update. We measure parameters in the delay model and find
that if SDN is deployed in all segments of WAN, the delay of packet traversal will be increased up to 27.95 times in the worst case in
our experimental settings, compared with the delay in conventional network. Such high delay may eventually lead the end-to-end
connections fail to complete if no additional measures are taken.

1. Introduction

SDN research has attracted wide attention in both academia
and industry. It proposes to decouple control plane and
data plane in routers/switches with the initial purpose of
reducing the infrastructure cost and improving the traf-
fic engineering/management performance [1]. SDN enables
high level abstraction for the network, targeting at fast service
creation/insertion via open Application Programming Inter-
faces (APIs).

It has obtained success in enterprise/campus networks
and data center networks, and researchers are beginning to
focus on the deployment of SDN on large-scale networks [2–
10]. When applying SDN to the large-scale networks, such as
Wide Area Network (WAN), there are still many challenges
that should be further investigated and the end-to-end delay
of packet traversal is one of them [4–7].

The end-to-end delay of each packet is the sum of the
delays experienced at a sequence of intermediate nodes on
the way to the destination. Each delay is the sum of two parts,
a fixed part such as transmission delay and propagation delay
and a variable part such as processing delay and queueing
delay at the nodes. We analyze two different scenarios: (1)
the conventional networks; (2) the SDN-based networks. In
the first scenario, as the routing table is preassigned, the
corresponding lookup entry in the forwarding table for every
packet is early ready before the packet arrival (otherwise the
packet will either be routed by default path or dropped). In
the second scenario, rule can be installed in the flow table of a
switch in either proactive mode or in reactive mode. Existing
WAN deployments do not advocate to employ reactive flow
setup [1–3]. However, we disclose that SDN switches cannot
completely avoid flow setup even in proactive mode and
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show two scenarios to further prove this conclusion (see in
Section 2.2).

On the other hand, stringent time constraint is the cor-
nerstone for real-time applications in SDN. Packets must be
delivered between hosts with guaranteed delay bounds. For
instance, in order to leverage short-term traffic predictability,
fine-grained traffic engineering approach in data center has
a delay budget as short as a few hundred milliseconds.
Similarly, when link or switch failures are detected in WAN,
SDNmanagement application needs to recompute a newpath
to bypass failed nodes or links. It has only a strict 50 ms
requirement for failure recovery [11]. Long delay will result
in traffic congestion, and even packet loss.

In this paper, we expose the end-to-end delay of SDN
network which consists of multiple nodes, fully disclosing
the delay components which contribute to the long delay.
We propose a model for analyzing the end-to-end delay.
This model takes into account different time consumption
of rule installation on different switches, which is different
from the models proposed in previous studies. Models in
previous studies [4–7] are based on the assumption that
all the switches managed by one controller can receive and
install the corresponding rules from the controller at the
same time. This assumption actually neglects packet sojourn
time in switches when the switches have not finished the rule
installation. We conduct experiments on the parameters of
this model to get the end-to-end delay. Moreover, we try to
discover various factors that affect the delay of both new flows
and base traffic. These factors include packet-in messages,
TCAM update and rule priority.

Especially, we make the following major contributions:

(1) We propose an end-to-end delay model for SDN
which consists of multiple nodes. This model shows
the breakdown of packet traversal delay and includes
important timing components, recognizing key com-
plexities introduced by the interactions between the
separate forwarding plane and control plane in SDN-
based network.The interaction introduced in amulti-
switch configuration is important and well explained.

(2) We conduct variousmeasurements on the parameters
in our delay model and the results show that in some
cases, especially when the flow setup is triggered
or rule installation on different switches cannot be
completed at the same time, the end-to-end delay
will increase sharply compared with the delay in the
traditional network.

(3) We further decompose the delay of a single SDN
switch and show how the packet-in messages and
TCAM update prolong the packet sojourn time in an
SDN switch.

Measurement results show that as the arrival rate of new
flow increases, packet delay will increase significantly and
can be incredible high. The packet delay can even reach
2.4654 s when the new flow arrival rate is 5k pps. The
high delay is caused by the relatively low processing ability
of CPU in the SDN switch. The delay of TCAM update
is also high and is influenced by the priority distribution

of rules. We compare the delay in SDN-based networks
with the delay in traditional networks. In our experimental
settings, even the switches are configured as proactive mode,
the delay is increased up to 27.95 times in the worst case
compared with the delay in traditional networks. The delay
in switches contributes a large proportion to the entire delay,
and the proportion ismore than 97% in some selected source-
destination pairs. We conclude that the up-controller-down-
switch rule updating mechanism and rule update in TCAM
fundamentally determine the over-large delay, which may
lead us to rethink the architecture design of SDN in the
future.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we compare the proactive flow installation with the reactive
flow installation and conclude that SDN switches can not
completely avoid the flow setup even in proactive mode. In
Section 3, we build an end-to-end delay model. In Section 4,
we conduct measurements on each parameter. Section 5
reviews the related works. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Motivation

2.1. Proactive Flow Installation versus Reactive Flow Instal-
lation. In SDN, when a controller populates flow tables,
there are essentially two modes of operation: proactive rule
installation and reactive rule installation [12].

In reactive mode, flow table is empty at the beginning.
When a packet arrives at the switch, no rule is matched and
the packet will be encapsulated as packet-in message and
sent to the controller by the data plane CPU in the switch.
At the same time, the switch buffers the packet waiting for
the controller’s instruction. The controller downloads the
corresponding rule(s) into the switch. Subsequent packets of
the same flow then match the newly installed rule(s) and are
transmitted at full line rate, without disturbing the controller.

However, prior study [13] and our measurement (see
in Section 4) disclose that initiating flow setup for every
incoming new flow, together with TCAM update, increases
the delay of packets. What is worse, it also increases the
workload of the controller, further affecting the stability of
the network.

Existing SDN deployments in WAN such as AL2S
on Internet2 do not employ reactive flow setup [2]. The
OESS controller provided by Indiana University is similarly
deployed across a number of production WANs to provide
forwarding free of flow setup latency [3]. Diego Kreutz et al.
[1] declared that large-scale SDN deployments should rely on
a combination of proactive and reactive flow setup.

In proactive mode, flow table is installed in the switch
in advance before the packet arrival. To achieve wire-speed
lookup performance, current merchant switches usually use
TCAM to store these rules. TCAM can match each incoming
packet against all the rules in parallel and output the result in
a single clock cycle. However, there may not be enough space
in an SDN switch to accommodate all the rules, especially in
the large-scale networks, because of the following points:
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Figure 1: The sketch of end-to-end delay breakdown.

(1) TCAM is expensive and has high power consumption
[14]. Current TCAM chipsets typically support just
a few thousand or tens of thousands of entries [15,
16], which is far from meeting the current network
management requirements.

(2) The gap between the significant increase of traffic and
the slow increase of TCAM capacity is growing. The
scale of flow table is constantly expanding.

(3) SDN table size is also increasing. Take OpenFlow,
one of the well-defined open southbound APIs as an
example, the number of match fields is 12 in version
1.0, but 45 in version 1.5.Thismeans each rulewill take
up more storage space.

When TCAM is full and a new rule needs to be inserted,
we need to delete the old rule to leave space for the new
rule. Nomatter what replacement algorithm is adopted, it will
inevitably cause some active rules to be deleted from flow
table. The subsequent packets correspond to these deleted
rules have to invoke packet-in generation.

2.2. Motivating Scenario. The following two scenarios high-
light that even if the SDN switch is configured in proactive
mode, it is still possible that flow setup is invoked.

2.2.1. The Need for Many Fine-Grained Rules. Some
researches such as DevoFlow [16] proposed using coarse-
grained rules to reduce invoking controller as much as
possible. However, this is a dilemma: aggressive use of
flow-match wildcards undermines the ability of controller
to effectively manage network traffic and also can not
make accurate measurement and statistics-gathering.
Actually, in order to improve the network utilization and
application performance andmeet the needs such as security,
measurement, and fairness in various network scenarios,
more and more traffic management policies are proposed.
These policies are usually translated into fine-grained rules
(e.g., access control rules, rate limiting rules, and policy

routing) [17]. The number of fine-grained rules can probably
reach up to hundreds of thousands or even millions [17],
which can hardly be stored in the current TCAM. This will
inevitably lead to the replacement of rules and flow setup.

2.2.2. Virtual Machine Migration. Due to the CPU and
memory constraints and traffic changes, VMs are frequently
required to migrate both within and across data centers
[18]. However, VMs usually have a tight coupling with the
network. For example, network polices such as QoS, ACL,
and policy routes, in switches usually, depend on the VMs.
Consequently, VM migration often induces the reconfigura-
tion of the network policies.The corresponding switch’s rules
need to be deleted and this process causes the update of the
flow table. Meanwhile, the switch associated with the new
server dynamically triggers the rule insertion to redirect the
traffic to new physical interface.

3. Delay Breakdown

To understand how the end-to-end delay in SDN impacts the
large-scale networks, we should develop a model to analyze
the end-to-end delay (shown in Section 3.1). We will further
study the delay of SDN switch in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Based
on the single switch delay model, we propose a delay model
for multiple switches. This model takes into account the
impact of rule installation sequence on different switches.

3.1. End-to-End DelayModel. Figure 1 shows the delay break-
down of end-to-end packet traversal. Packets start from the
source host, cross several switches, and finally arrive at their
destination host.The total delay includes (1) the protocol pro-
cessing delay (𝑆𝑡𝑘𝐷), which is the processing delay associated
with the protocol stack of source and destination host; (2) the
transmission delay (𝑇𝐷) on the source and destination host;
(3) the propagation delay (𝑃𝐷) on transmission medium;
(4) the switch delay (𝑆𝐷) caused by packet forwarding in
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the switches. The end-to-end delay can be presented by the
following formula:

𝐷 = 𝑆𝑡𝑘𝐷𝑠𝑟𝑐 + 𝑇𝐷𝑠𝑟𝑐 + 𝑃𝐷 + 𝑆𝐷 + 𝑇𝐷𝑑𝑠𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡𝑘𝐷𝑑𝑠𝑡 (1)

The end-to-end delay starts from the moment when
the application on the source host sends out a message to
the socket interface. Then the message is processed by the
protocol stack and finally the Network Interface Card (NIC)
fetches a packet from the host memory and sends it to the
Physical Layer (PHY). The time cost in above procedure
is represented by 𝑆𝑡𝑘𝐷𝑠𝑟𝑐. The receiving process on the
destination host is the reverse process of packet sending.
𝑆𝑡𝑘𝐷𝑑𝑠𝑡 is the amount of delay which the packet is processed
by the protocol stack on the destination host. 𝑆𝑡𝑘𝐷𝑑𝑠𝑡 is
the time gap between the moment when the NIC starts to
copy the packet into memory using DMA and the moment
when an application at the destination host receives this
packet.
𝑇𝐷𝑠𝑟𝑐 is the delay it takes to push all bits of a packet from

the source host to the outgoing link. Similarly, 𝑇𝐷𝑑𝑠𝑡 is the
amount of time required to receive all bits of a packet from
the link to the destination host. 𝑇𝐷 can be calculated by the
following equation: 𝑇𝐷 = 𝑠/𝑟, where 𝑠 is data size and 𝑟 is
transmission rate. For a 1500-byte packet, for example, if the
data is transmitted through the 1 Gbps link, 𝑇𝐷 = (1500 ∗
8)𝑏𝑖𝑡/(109𝑏𝑖𝑡/𝑠) = 12𝑢𝑠.
𝑃𝐷 refers to the delay of propagating packets in the

communication media (copper, optical fiber, or wireless
channel) on each link. It is proportional to the distance
between the source host and the destination host and can
be presented by the following formula for each link segment:
𝑃𝐷 = 𝑙/𝑝, where 𝑙 is distance and 𝑝 is propagation speed.
Propagation speed varies in different communication media.
The speed of the copper wire is approximately 2.3 ∗ 105𝑘𝑚/𝑠,
while being approximately 2.0 ∗ 105𝑘𝑚/𝑠 in fiber-optic cable
[19].
𝑆𝐷 is the total delay caused by the passing SDN switches,

which will be discussed later.

3.2. Single SDN Switch Delay Model. For the purpose of
clarity, we will first develop a delay model for a single SDN
switch. Figure 2 shows the delay breakdown of flow setup on
a single switch 𝑆𝑖. The flow setup can be further divided into
the following subprocedures: (1) When the packets arrive in
burst, they may not be immediately processed and have to
be queued in the buffer. The waiting time is queue delay (𝑞𝑖).
(2) The switch extracts the header from an incoming packet
and compares it against the flow table.We name the time cost
of this process as processing delay (𝑡𝑖). (3) If the packet does
not match any entry in the flow table, it will be transmitted
from the forwarding engine to the host processor in the data
plane via PCI/PCIe. The host processor then generates the
corresponding packet-in message. The delay is defined as
ℎ𝑢𝑝𝑖 . (4) Packet-in message is uploaded to the controller via
secure OpenFlow channel and this delay is defined as 𝑤𝑢𝑝𝑖 .
(5)The controller parses the packet-inmessage and generates
the control messages including flow-mod and packet-out
based upon its local policies. The delay is defined as 𝐶.
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Figure 2: The delay breakdown of flow setup.

(6) The controller message is downloaded to the switch via
secure OpenFlow channel. The delay is defined as 𝑤𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖 .
(7) Once receiving the control message, the host processor
parses and converts the logic representation of instructions
into hardware specific instructions. The instructions are
transferred to the forwarding engine of switch via PCI/PCIe.
The instructions are executed by the hardware and the new
rule(s) are inserted into the search engine (e.g., TCAM).
The delay is defined as ℎ𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖 . 𝐷𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑖 is the total delay of
the above subroutines and can be expressed as the following
formula:

𝐷𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑖 = 𝑞𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖 + ℎ
𝑢𝑝
𝑖 + 𝑤

𝑢𝑝
𝑖 + 𝐶 + 𝑤

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑖 + ℎ

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑖

(2)

This kind of up-controller-down-switch rule update oper-
ation is, to some extent, similar to the ATM signaling
procedure, but more time-consuming. Particularly, in sub-
procedure 3, if the packet matches an entry in the flow table,
the flow setup is bypassed and the delay model of 𝑆𝑖 can be
simplified as

𝐷𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖 = 𝑞𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖 (3)

3.3. Multiple SDN Switches Delay Model. In this section, we
focus on the delay of multiple SDN switches. Compared
with the single switch scenario, the delay model of multiple
switches is more complicated. When the controller sends out
the flow-mod message, the propagation delay between the
controller and different switches is different. Moreover, the
time consumption of rule installation on different switches
is also different, depending on the layout of the flow table in
TCAM and the dependencies between the new arrival rule(s)
and existing table items in TCAM. These two kinds of delay
may affect the order of rule installation on different switches,
and may further affect the consistency of the control logic
[20].

We discuss the delay in proactive mode and reactive
mode, respectively. Although the existing SDN deployments
in WAN such as AL2S on Internet2 [2] and OESS [3] do
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Figure 3: Sequence diagram of packet traversal in the example
topology. This topology consists of two switches 𝑆1 and 𝑆2.

not employ reactive flow setup, we will still build an end-to-
end delay model and make some measurements for purpose
of comparison. We still use the variables in Section 3.2. We
define new parameters,𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝑖,𝑗 , which is the delay start from
the moment when 𝑆𝑖 receives the packet to the moment
when the packet leaves 𝑆𝑗 in reactive scenario and 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝑖,𝑗 ,
which is the corresponding delay in proactive scenario. The
parameter 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 is defined as the propagation delay between 𝑆𝑖
and 𝑆𝑗.

3.3.1. Reactive Delay Model. For better explanation, we first
study a simple topology which only consists of two switches,
𝑆1 and 𝑆2. These two switches are managed by the same SDN
controller.

We use sequence diagram to describe the delay of packet
traversal in this topology (shown in Figure 3). In reactive
mode, flow table is empty in the beginning. Flow setup is
triggered in the ingress switch 𝑆1, and then the controller
downloads the corresponding rule(s) into 𝑆1 and all the
downstream switch(es), 𝑆2 in this example. The downstream
switch(es) are no longer required to trigger flow setup. The
delay is (𝑤𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛1 + ℎ

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
1 + 𝑤1,2 + 𝑞2) from the time point at

which the controller sends out the rule(s) to the time point
at which the packet leaves 𝑆1 and arrives at 𝑆2. Meanwhile,
𝑆2 will spend (𝑤𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛2 + ℎ

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
2 ) on receiving and installing the

rule(s). When the packet comes to 𝑆2 and is ready to search,
if the corresponding rule(s) have already been downloaded
into the TCAM, the packet will not necessarily need to wait
in 𝑆2 and the total delay is

𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,2 = 𝐷
𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝑤1,2 + 𝐷

𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
2

(4)

Otherwise, the packet has to be suspended until the
end of TCAM reorganization in 𝑆2. The total delay can be
represented by the following equations:

𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,2 = 𝑞1 + 𝑡1 + ℎ
𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝑤

𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝐶 + 𝑤

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
2 + ℎ

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
2

+ 𝑡2
(5)

The above two equations can be integrated into one
equation:

𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,2

= 𝑞1 + 𝑡1 + ℎ
𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝑤

𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝐶 + 𝑡2

+max (𝑤𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛1 + ℎ
𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
1 + 𝑤1,2 + 𝑞2, 𝑤

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
2 + ℎ

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
2 )

(6)

We define a new parameter𝑀𝑗.𝑀𝑗 is the delay from the
time point at which the controller sends out the rule(s) to
the time point at which the packet is ready to search the flow
table in 𝑆𝑗.𝑀𝑗 can be represented by the following recursive
equation:

𝑀𝑗 = max (𝑀𝑗−1 + 𝑤𝑗−1,𝑗 + 𝑞𝑗, 𝑤
𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑗 + ℎ

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑗 ) (7)

The initial value of𝑀1 is

𝑀1 = 𝑤
𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
1 + ℎ

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
1

(8)

Then (6) can be simplified as

𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,2 = 𝑞1 + 𝑡1 + ℎ
𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝑤

𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝐶 +𝑀2 + 𝑡2 (9)

Similarly, when there are three switches, the total delay
𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,3 can be represented:

𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,3 = 𝑞1 + 𝑡1 + ℎ
𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝑤

𝑢𝑝
1 + 𝐶 +𝑀3 + 𝑡3 (10)

Furthermore, we give a generalization of the abovemodel,
and the total delay of packet traversal from 𝑆𝑖 to 𝑆𝑗 can be
formulated by the following equation:

𝐷𝑟𝑒a𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑞𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖 + ℎ
𝑢𝑝
𝑖 + 𝑤

𝑢𝑝
𝑖 + 𝐶 +𝑀𝑗 + 𝑡𝑗 (11)

3.3.2. Proactive Delay Model. In proactive mode, as men-
tioned in Section 2.1, although rules are preinstalled in the
switch, packet will still experience table miss and be sent
to the controller at a certain probability. The parameter 𝑝𝑖
denotes this probability in 𝑆𝑖. So in proactive scenario, the
delay of switch 𝑆𝑖,𝐷

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒
𝑖 can be calculated as

𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝐷
𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝
𝑖 + (1 − 𝑝𝑖) ⋅ 𝐷

𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝑖

(12)

In order to derive the end-to-end delay formula, we will
first focus on a simple topology which includes two switches
𝑆1 and 𝑆2 managed by the same SDN controller. In this
scenario, there are three cases: (1) search in 𝑆1 misses and
search in 𝑆2 hits; (2) search in 𝑆1 hits and search in 𝑆2 misses;
(3) search in 𝑆1 hits and search in 𝑆2 hits. The probability and
corresponding delay of each case are listed in Table 1. So the
total delay𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,2 in proactive mode can be calculated:

𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,2 = 𝑝1 ⋅ 𝐷
𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒
1,2 + (1 − 𝑝1) ⋅ 𝑝2

⋅ (𝐷𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠1 + 𝑥1,2 + 𝐷
𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝
2 ) + (1 − 𝑝1)

⋅ (1 − 𝑝2) ⋅ (𝐷
𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
1 + 𝑥1,2 + 𝐷

𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
2 )

= 𝑝1 ⋅ 𝐷
𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒
1,2

+ (1 − 𝑝1) (𝐷
𝑏𝑦𝑝a𝑠𝑠
1 + 𝑥1,2 + 𝐷

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒
2 )

(13)
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Table 1: The probability and corresponding delay of three cases in above example.

Case # Detail Probability Delay

case 1 𝑆1 misses, 𝑝1 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,2𝑆2 hits

case 2 𝑆1 hits, (1 − 𝑝1) ⋅ 𝑝2 𝐷𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠1 + 𝑥1,2 + 𝐷
𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝
2𝑆2 misses

case 3 𝑆1 hits, (1 − 𝑝1) ⋅ (1 − 𝑝2) 𝐷𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠1 + 𝑥1,2 + 𝐷
𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
2𝑆2 hits

Server A

NIC 1

NIC 2

NIC 3

NIC 4

OpenFlow
Switch

 1 2

3 4

Controller

Server B

Figure 4: The setup of measurement experiment. Server A is used
to generate new flows and server B is used to generate base traffic.

The above equation can be simplified as

𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒1,2 = 𝑝1𝐷
𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒
1,2

+ (1 − 𝑝2) (𝐷
𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
2 + 𝑥1,2 + 𝐷

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒
1 )

(14)

Similarly, the total delay𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝑖,𝑗 can be presented by the
following recursive equation:

𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑝𝑗 ⋅ 𝐷
𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒
𝑖,𝑗 + (1 − 𝑝𝑗)

⋅ (𝐷𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑗 + 𝑥𝑗−1,𝑗 + 𝐷
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒
𝑖,𝑗−1 )

(15)

4. Delay Measurement

4.1. Measurement Methodology. In order to get the delay
decomposition for the components in above delaymodels, we
build an experimental testbed tomeasure the actual time cost.
The measurement platform is shown in Figure 4.

We use Floodlight (version 0.9) as the running package in
our controller and the hardware configuration of controller
is listed in Table 2. The operating system on the controller is
Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS, and kernel version is 3.11.0-26-generic.
The SDN switch we use is Pica8 P-3297. The local CPU in
control plane is PowerPC P2020. The switch runs PicOS 2.4
operating system and supports OpenFlow v1.0. Server A is
used to generate packets for new flows according to different
parameters. These new flows will trigger packet-in packets

Table 2: The hardware configuration of the controller.

Item Controller
Motherboard Asus P9X79 WS (INTEL C222)
CPU Intel Xeon E3-1230v3 (4 cores, 3.3GHz)
RAM DDR3 ECC 32GB (1600MHz)

in the switch under testing. Server B is used to generate
base traffic. Base traffic refers to the packets that match the
preinstalled rule(s) in TCAM. Both server A and server B are
installed with two 10 Gbps NICs (Intel Ethernet Converged
Network Adapter X520-DA2). Controller is connected to
3297’s management port via a 1Gbps port. Clocks on different
server are not synchronized. In order to avoid the deviation
caused by the time synchronization, we use one NIC to
send packets and use another NIC on the same machine to
receive packets. We use Ostinato to generate traces with size
and characteristic diversity. We deploy Wireshark to capture
packets on sending NIC and receiving NIC, respectively.

4.2. SDN Switch Delay Measurement

4.2.1. Impact of Packet-In on Delay. In this part, we conduct
the measurement on the packet delay when the packet-in
packets are generated. The flow table in switch is empty
initially. NIC1 on Server A sends new flows at different speeds
to the switch via port 1 and these new flows will trigger
corresponding packet-in packets. The switch receives and
parses flow-mod messages from the controller and inserts
the corresponding flow entries into TCAM. We set all these
flow entries’ priority equally to isolate the impact of TCAM
reorganization. Then the switch forwards these packets to
NIC 2.The start point of the packet delay is themomentwhen
NIC 1 begins to send out and the end point is the moment
when NIC 2 receives the packet.

We conduct three experiments to show the packet delay
with/without packet-in under new flow rate 50 pps, 500 pps,
and 5k pps, respectively. The results are present in Figures
5, 6, and 7. In each experiment, the total number of flows
is 300 and x-axis refers to flow ID. For a certain new flow
arrival rate, the delay of packets that trigger packet-in is
dramatically larger than that of packets without packet-in.
For example, when the flow arrival rate is 5k pps, the packet
delay without packet-in is variable with a mean of 0.0859
ms and the standard deviation of 0.0452, while the mean of
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Figure 5: Delay of packets with/without packet-in when new flow
rate is 50pps.
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Figure 6: Delay of packets with/without packet-in when new flow
rate is 500pps.

the packet delay with packet-in is 0.7415 s and the standard
deviation is 0.5954.

We move to the delay of the packets which trigger the
packet-in. The packet delay increases with the new flow
arrival rate. For example, the average delay of the new flows
with 50 pps arrival rate is 32.291mswhile that of the newflows
with 5k pps arrival rate is 0.7415 s. The maximum delay is
2.4654 s at 5k pps.We can also find that the delay distribution
of the new flows with 50pps arrival rate is different from
that of the new flows with the arrival rate of 500 pps and
5k pps. The delay distributions in Figures 6 and 7 present
staircase shape. The delay for every 50 packets is increased
dramatically.

In order to find the root cause of this phenomenon,
we further conduct the following two sets of experiments.
On one hand, we use Cbench [21], an SDN controller
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Figure 7: Delay of packets with/without packet-in when new flow
rate is 5kpps.

performance testing tool, to conduct a measurement on
the controller. The Cbench is configured as throughput
mode. The controller in the experimental topology manages
1000 PCs via one switch. The test is repeated 10 times.
Experimental results show that the minimum through-
put is 451119.36 responses/s, the maximum throughput
is 473804.17 responses/s, and the average throughput is
460435.15 responses/s. On the other hand, we use Wireshark
to capture the packets on the controller’s NIC. We find that
the switch sends the packets to the controller in a batch and
the batch size is exactly 50 packets. The average delay of
each new flow processed by the controller is about 1-2 ms
and does not drastically increased. This means the packet-
in generation speed in above experiments does not reach the
controller’s performance bottleneck. Meanwhile, we list the
CPU utilization with/without packet-in under new flow rate
of 50 pps, 500 pps, and 5k pps, respectively in Table 3.We can
see CPU utilization increases significantly with the increase
of the new flow rate, especially when the packet-in packets
are triggered.

Based on the above experiments, we can conclude that
local CPU in an SDN switch contributes the majority of the
delay. Packet-in generation, together with flow-modmessage,
consumes too much CPU computation resources. When the
new flow arrival rate increases, packets have to be buffered
and handled in a batch.

4.2.2. Impact of TCAM Update on Delay. In this section, we
will explore the switch delay during TCAM update. At first,
the flow table stores only one rule. This rule has the lowest
priority and is used to forward the base traffic. NIC 1 sends
1600 new flows to the switch. The packets arrival rate is fixed
at 5 pps. The new flows trigger the rule installation; thus the
switch will insert the corresponding rule for each flow into
the TCAM. Then the switch forwards these packets to NIC
2 guided by the flow table. NIC 3 is used to send the base
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Table 3: CPU utilization with/without packet-in under different new flow rates.

Item New Flow Rate
50 pps 500 pps 5k pps

w/o pkt-in 3%-4.1% 12% 13.20%
with pkt-in 24%-30% 36%-48% 35.2%-67%
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Figure 8: Delay comparison of packets when the priority of
rules is in the same order, increasing order and decreasing order,
respectively.

traffic.The base traffic will match the preinstalled rule. NIC 4
on server B receives these packets.

First we focus on how the rule priority affects the
switch delay. We carry out three experiments. By modifying
Floodlight code, we set the priority of rules in the same order,
increasing order and decreasing order, respectively. The rule
download sequence can be defined as 𝑟1, 𝑟2, . . . 𝑟𝑛. Denote
𝑟𝑖.𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜 as the priority of 𝑟𝑖. For the increasing order, 𝑟𝑖.𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜 >
𝑟𝑗.𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜, if 𝑖 > 𝑗. For the same order, 𝑟𝑖.𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜 = 𝑟𝑗.𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜, if 𝑖 > 𝑗.
For the decreasing order, 𝑟𝑖.𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜 < 𝑟𝑗.𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜, if 𝑖 > 𝑗. The result
is shown in Figure 8. We can see when in the same order and
deceasing order, the new flow delay is usually below 100 ms.
However, when in the increasing order, the new flow delay
shows a sharp increase, especially after the arrival of 1200th
new flow.

The root cause behind this phenomenon is the mecha-
nism of rule organization in TCAM. In the design of Pica8
3297 switch, rule with highest priority will always be stored
in the lowest address of TCAM. When the rule with higher
priority is inserted, its position is already occupied by the rule
with relatively low priority. Then the rules that have already
been in the TCAM have to be moved one by one to free
the position with lower address. These new flows have to be
buffered until the end of the TCAM update. If the download
rule sequence is in the same order or decreasing order, there
will be no entry move or only a few entry moves.
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Figure 9: Delay comparison of base traffic with/without TCAM
update.

We now study the impact of TCAM update on the delay
of base traffic. The start point of the base packets delay is
the moment when NIC 3 on Server B begins to send out
the packets. The end point of is the moment when NIC
4 receives the packets. The rules are inserted in increasing
order. Figure 9 shows the delay comparison of base flow
with/without TCAMupdate.We can see whenTCAMupdate
happens, the delay of base traffic is significantly increased.
The average delay of base traffic with TCAM update is 2.42
times longer than that of base traffic without TCAM update.
Meanwhile, local CPUutilization is increased and the counter
of the rule on data plane is also increased. We infer that
during the update of TCAM, table lookup on the TCAM is
suspended and the base traffic is buffered and directed to the
local CPU for table lookup. We can conclude that TCAM
update not only causes the increase of the new flow delay, but
also increases the delay of the base traffic. The probability of
packet loss is greatly increased when more rules need to be
moved and the base traffic rate is high. This will potentially
reduce the stability of the entire network.

Previous research efforts have been made on TCAM
update issues (e.g., [22, 23]). These optimizations try to min-
imize the number of rule movements at the cost of reducing
storage utilization.These algorithms cannot thoroughly avoid
the rule update. On the other hand, in SDN scenario, besides
topology change and rule update by network administrator,
packet-in generation will make the TCAM update more
frequent.
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Table 4: The detail and the probability of flow setup of each trace.

Name Source Link Rate Start Time 𝑝
trace 1 chicago.dirB OC-192 20160218-133000 16.87%
trace 2 chicago.dirB OC-192 20160317-133000 16.57%
trace 3 chicago.dirB OC-192 20160406-133000 18.56%

Table 5: The tracert results of five sets.

SET Src IP Dst IP TD (us) Number of hops Number of ASes PD (ms)
Pair 1 199.58.208.116(US) 166.111.68.210(China) 0.512 20 3 121.265
Pair 2 199.58.208.116(US) 146.97.137.154(UK) 0.512 11 3 82.005
Pair 3 199.58.208.116(US) 202.53.187.213(New Zealand) 0.512 18 4 136.36
Pair 4 199.58.208.116(US) 155.232.27.78(South Africa) 0.512 16 4 145.355
Pair 5 199.58.208.116(US) 128.100.96.9(Canada) 0.512 10 3 31.36

4.3. The Probability of Flow Setup in Proactive Mode. Before
the end-to-endmeasurement, we conduct datamining on the
probability of flow setup in proactivemode, namely,𝑝𝑖 in (12).
In order to get this value, we inject the real world traffic [24]
to the Pica8-3297. The traces are collected from a high-speed
link of a Tier-1 ISP between Chicago and Seattle. The traces
are collected from two directions: direction A is from Seattle
to Chicago, and direction B is from Chicago to Seattle. The
trace used in our experiments is from direction B and the
results from direction A are similar.There are three trace sets
used in our measurement. Each set lasts 180s.

We use the 5-tuple (source IP, destination IP, source port
number, destination port number, and type of the protocol)
to identify the flows. The TCAM of our tested switch can
accommodate 4000 5-tuple rules. We preinstall 4000 rules
into TCAM. When the TCAM is full, we use the commonly
used replacement algorithm LRU to replace old rules. Table 4
lists the detail and the probability of flow setup of each trace.
From the table, we can find that, in proactive mode, there are
still nearly 20% packets that fail to match the rules in switch
and need to trigger the flow setup.

Although aggressive use of coarse-grained rules such as
range match or wildcard rules may cover more percentage of
traffic and thus reduce the probability of flow setup, it restricts
the granularity of flow control.

4.4. End-to-End Delay Measurement and Calculation. In this
section, we focus on the end-to-end delay in SDN-based
networks (in reactive mode and in proactive mode) and
compare it with the delay in conventional networks.

When applying SDN, as we known, the enterprise/cam-
pus networks or the data center networks can be viewed as the
first/last hop in the Internet. In the intermediateMAN/WAN,
a packet will jump more hops to route to its destination,
crossing many ASes/ISPs. However, due to the fact of policy
nonsharing among ISPs, each SDN domain will execute its
own forwarding decision independently. This causes every
SDN domain produces its own rule(s). Thus the setup packet
will always be forwarded to the controller(s) at the ingress
switch of each SDN domain to ask for new rule(s) in reactive

mode. In proactive mode, the flow setup is triggered with a
certain probability in each SDN domain.

In order to get the end-to-end delay, we conduct a variety
of experiments on the parameters of equations in Section 3.3.
Single test is easily influenced by random factors. In order to
make our results more reliable and robust, we have repeated
each measurement 10 times and use the average value of
each parameter. We use the TraceRT tool to get the path of
different source-destination pairs.We randomly select several
IP addresses worldwide as the destination IP addresses. By
using TraceRT, we get all the IP addresses of the routers
passing from source to destination. We can get the AS ID
of these IP addresses by using tools in https://iptoasn.com/.
We get the value of 𝑃𝐷 by the following steps: (1) We
obtain the geographical locations of these IP addresses by
using the tool in https://www.ip2location.com. (2) We use
maps.google.com to get the distance between these geograph-
ical locations. (3) We get the length of submarine cable in
the world by using the tool in https://www.cablemap.info.
Although there are slight deviations between the values
obtained by these tools and the actual values, we believe the
deviations are acceptable.

We set the size of packets which travel from source to
destination to be 64 bytes. The packets are sent and received
at the end host at 1 Gbps transmission rate. For the end
host, protocol stack delay can be accurately measured by
adding kernel probes into the source code of the application
and kernel. A ping-pong test [19] shows that, for a 64-byte
packet, the value of 𝑆𝑡𝑘𝐷𝑠𝑟𝑐 is at 4159 ns and the value of
𝑆𝑡𝑘𝐷𝑑𝑠𝑡 is 7747 ns. Queue delays vary widely in different
network environments, so our measurements will not take
into account the queue delays in this part.

Table 5 lists the TraceRT results of the five sets. Each set
includes source IP address (src IP), destination IP address
(dst IP), transmission delay at the end host (TD), number of
hops, number of ASes, and total propagation delay (PD).

Till now, we have got the value of each parameter related
to the total delay 𝐷, including the switch delay (seen in
Section 4.2). In particular, the delay of a switch without flow
setup, namely,𝐷𝑏𝑦𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 in (2), ranges from 892.162 us to 11.350

https://iptoasn.com/
https://www.ip2location.com
https://www.cablemap.info
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Table 6: The comparison of end-to-end delay in different scenarios.

Delay in conventional
network

Delay in SDN-based
network (reactive mode)

Delay in SDN-based
network (proactive mode)

Pair 1 128.386 ms 223.504ms-7.709s 153.744ms-1.624s
Pair 2 85.271 ms 176.215ms-7.568s 106.455ms-1.483s
Pair 3 139.785 ms 264.943ms-10.115s 171.930ms-2.042s
Pair 4 160.947 ms 272.153ms-10.142s 179.140ms-2.028s
Pair 5 45.064 ms 124.678ms-7.506s 54.918ms-1.421s

ms; the delay of a switch with flow setup, namely,𝐷𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 in (3),
ranges from 29.020 ms to 2.465 s (new flow rate=5k pps).

By using the TraceRT tool, we can get the end-to-end
delay in current network. Table 6 lists the end-to-end delay
in conventional network and SDN-based network (in reactive
mode and in proactive mode).

We need to notice that the delay in SDN-based network
includes a lower bound and an upper bound. In fact, the
delay of most packets is between the upper bound and the
lower bound. As can be seen from the table, the summing-
up delay in SDN-based network is much larger than the
delay in conventional network. Particularly, in proactive
mode, the delay is increased by 11.3% in the best case and
up to 27.95 times in the worst case in our experimental
settings. The delay in switches contributes a large proportion
to the entire delay, and the proportion is more than 97%
in some selected source-destination pairs. Furthermore, in
SDN scenario, packet delay in reactive mode is incredible
high, especially in the worst case. This is due to the following
reasons: (1) flow setup and TCAM updates cause increased
delay; (2) the calculation is based on an assumption. The
assumption is that every traversal of an AS boundary needs
an independent computation of forwarding rules, whichmust
be executed sequentially, implying additive delays; (3) due to
the limitation of experimental conditions, the tested switch
we choose, Pica8-3297, is a relatively low performance switch;
(4) each AS has to experience a worst case switch delay on the
same packet, which is a low probability event.

5. Related Work

There have been several studies related to performance
evaluation of the SDN system. Cbench [21] evaluated con-
trollers by generating packet-in events for new flows. The
delay mode in Cbench measured the controller’s request
processing delay under low-load conditions. Bianco et al.
[25] conducted experiments on the performance of software-
based OpenFlow switch built on an Ubuntu PC and con-
cluded that a Linux based OpenFlow switch was able to offer
very good performance. OFLOPS [26] conducted detailed
measurements on theOpenFlow-enabled switches from three
different switch vendors. Huang et al. [27] also benchmarked
three OpenFlow-enabled switches and showed that differ-
ent implementation dramatically affected the delay and the
throughput. However, these previous researches only focused
either on controller side or switch side, just from a local view.
Our research pays attention to the delay of SDN architecture

which consists of multiple nodes. Moreover, compared with
these researches, we not only measure the delay of the new
flow, but also explore the impact of TCAM update and flow
setup on the delay of base traffic.

Model proposed in [28] is the first attempt to analyze the
delay of OpenFlow-based networks. The model is based on
queueing theory. The switch is modelled as an M/M/1 queue
and the controller as an M/M/1-S feedback queue system.
However, thismodel can only be applied to a single switch per
controller. Model proposed in [4] is a recent extension of that
work.The newmodel can be applied in the scenario in which
a controller is responsible for a number of different switches
in the data plane. But these two models did not distinguish
between traffic from the controller and other traffic; thus
they can not accurately model the interaction between the
controller and the switches. Azeem Iqbal et al. [5] proposed
a stochastic model for the end-to-end delay in SDN-based
networks and performed experiments on three platforms.
However, their measurements are based on OVS, a software
switch, which is substantially different from many ASIC-
based OpenFlow switches. Our experiments are all based on
hardware switches. Siamak Azodolmolky et al. [6] utilized
deterministic network calculus as a mathematical framework
to analytically model the behavior of an SDN switch and its
interaction with an SDN controller. Lin et al. [7] exploited
the capabilities of the stochastic network calculus method to
analyze and evaluate the performance of SDN deployment.
The above models [4–7] are based on the assumption that
when the flow setup is triggered, all the switches managed
by one controller can receive and install the corresponding
rules at the same time. Our models take into account the
different installation time ondifferent switches.What ismore,
we also conduct data mining on the probability of flow setup
in proactive mode, which is also an important factor to the
end-to-end delay.

6. Conclusion

When applying SDN to the large-scale networks, such as
WAN, the end-to-end delay of packet traversal is a crucial
factor for real-time applications. What is more, understand-
ing the packet delay in SDN-based large networks helps the
researchers better design the switch architecture, optimize the
network algorithms, and choose appropriate parameters in
simulation tools and analytic studies. In this paper, we pro-
pose a model to quantify the end-to-end delay composition.
This model takes into account the impact of rule installation
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sequence on different switches. We further decompose the
delay of a single SDN switch. We build real experimental
testbed to conduct various measurements to figure out how
packet-in messages and TCAM update prolong the packet
sojourn time in an SDN switch. Measurement results show a
prodigious increase in the end-to-end delay compared with
the traditional network if no additional measure is taken.
Given the stringent time constraint, a proportion of real-time
applications may potentially suffer the timeout for connec-
tion setup.This, in return, will lead us to rethink feasibility of
directly deploying SDN to the large-scale networks.
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